
Brigadier General William F.M. Newson DSO DFC and Bar 

Bill Newson had an extraordinary career with 
the Royal Canadian Air Force. The flying 
ranged from light bi-planes in the 1930’s to 
Sabre jets in the Cold War. During the Second 
World War he flew off of Canada’s west and 
east coasts, escorting convoys on anti-
submarine patrols, flew a small ‘flying boat’ 
across the Atlantic, and flew on fifty-two 
operations with three Canadian Bomber 
Command squadrons, two as the 
commanding officer. He remained in the 
RCAF following the war, flying a wide variety 
of aircraft and serving in a number of senior 
positions. 

PRE–WAR SERVICE 

William ‘Bill’ Newson was born in 1917 in Calgary. He spent his early years in Edmonton and then enrolled 
at Kingston’s Royal Military College in 1936, graduating in 1939 with a degree in civil engineering. Upon 
graduation, Bill joined the Royal Canadian Air Force on 5 May 1939. Under instruction by the Toronto 
Flying Club, he began flying training on 14 June on de Havilland Moth and Tiger Moth bi-planes. He soloed 
on 13 July and completed his ’50 hour test’ and preliminary training on 23 August. During this period, Bill 
was commissioned and received and received the ‘Sword of Honour’ award. 
 
Bill then began ‘Intermediate Training’, flying both Fleet Fawn 
biplanes and Airspeed Oxford twin-engined aircraft under RCAF 
instructors at Camp Borden, Ontario, completing this phase on 21 
October and receiving his RCAF flying wings. As he was 
completing his training, Britain and Canada declared war on 
Germany and the Second World War began. 
 
Posted to RCAF Trenton on 31 October, Bill began ‘Advance 
Training’, continuing to fly Airspeed Oxfords and completing his 
work on 15 December 1939. The officer commanding the 
‘Advanced Training Squadron’ noted that Bill was ‘Above Average’ 
in the four aspects of his training -pilot, navigator, bombing, and 
air gunnery. 
 
A navigation course at Trenton was next for Bill, from 18 
December to 26 February 1940. His only flying during this period 
was on 9 January -two flights as a navigator aboard a Norseman 
aircraft. 
 

Bill was then posted to 11 Bomber Reconnaissance Squadron on 
14 March 1940, arriving at Dartmouth, Nova Scotia on the 16th. 
 
Formed as a Bomber Reconnaissance unit at Rockcliffe, Ontario 
on 3 November 1939, 11 BR. immediately flew to Dartmouth, 
Nova Scotia from which the squadron flew Hudson and Liberator 
aircraft on East Coast anti-submarine duty until May 1945. It 
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began service based at Dartmouth on 3 November 1939 and was 
the first squadron to fly Hudsons on wartime operations. 
 
11 BR was operating fifteen Hudson Mk. I aircraft when Bill made 
his first flight with the squadron on 18 March 1940 as a 
‘passenger’ in Hudson 786, a ‘test flight’. On 29 April, Bill flew in 
the right-hand seat of the Hudson as a second pilot, apparently 
under the instruction of F/Lt Leigh. During May, there were more 
training flights and Bill soloed on the Hudson on 29 May. 
 
During these two months, as well as being the ‘second pilot’ at 
times, Bill was involved with a variety of duties. Some of the flights 
were operational ‘convoy’ escorts, generally between five and six 
hours in length. 11 BR Hudsons took turns flying patterns 
extending from Nova Scotia’s south shore to about 250 miles out to sea, their maximum fuel distance. 
Once the convoy had left their air-coverage zone, the Hudsons returned to base at Dartmouth. 
 
There was also a four hour ‘ice patrol’, a flight to observe submarine operations, exercises with HMS 
Revenge, and a flight to Ottawa. 
 
During his first months with 11 BR Squadron, Bill made a good impression. On 10 July, a senior officer 
wrote of him, 

 “An outstanding officer, above average in both flying ability and professional knowledge. More than 
the average initiative for an officer of his age. Smart in appearance.” 

 
As Bill acquired more time on the aircraft he began to fly as ‘captain’ or first pilot more often. From 19 April 
1941 until his last flight with 11 BR on 19 June, he was the first pilot on all but two of sixty flights.  
 
During his time with 11 BR, Bill flew on 58 ‘OAS’ flights, the longest being 6:50 hours. The term OAS 
stands for’ Outer Anti-Submarine’. These were generally long and right to the maximum of the Hudson I’s 
six-hour range. They were protecting convoys either coming into Halifax or Sydney or departing to head 
east. 
 
His last flight with 11 BR was on 19 June 1941. Prior to his departure, S/L P.G. Baskerville, a senior officer 
wrote, 

“Very efficient type of officer. His flying ability is above the average, and he has always set a fine 
example to the officers serving under him.” 
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F/Lt. Newson then flew Anson aircraft at No. 1 Air Navigation School in Rivers, Manitoba from 30 May to 22 
September, completing a course in ‘Specialist Navigation’, following which he was assessed as ‘Above 
Average’. 
 
Bill’s next flight was on 7 October 1941 at Patricia Bay, British Columbia as part of 13 Operation Training 
Squadron. This RCAF unit was responsible for training aircrew in the operation of various aircraft types. 
The airfield was also home to other military units such as No. 3 Operational Training Unit, No. 32 
Operational Training Unit, and No. 149 (Bomber Torpedo) Squadron that flew anti-submarine patrols off 
Canada’s west coast. 
 
Bill’s service while based at Patricia Bay included flying a variety 
of aircraft including Hudson, Norseman, Lockheed Electra, 
Bolingbroke, Cessna Crane, and Northrop Delta. Much of the 
flying was as an instructor, generally on Hudsons, and navigation 
exercises, but also included search operations, naval ‘co-
operation’ flights with both Royal Canadian Navy and Royal Navy 
warships. Later during his time with 10 OT, there was less 
instructing and more variety of flights including two trips to eastern 
Canada, one in a Northrop Delta and a second in a Bolingbroke. 
 
Like many airmen who were posted to non-combat roles in 
Canada such as instructing, perhaps Bill was longing for an 
overseas role with Bomber Command. On 15 December 1941, S/L Z.L. Leigh, a senior officer with 13 
Squadron, wrote, 

“This officer is a good navigator and a good navigation instructor. He is a good, reliable pilot. Good 
knowledge of drill and service procedure. He is not very energetic and at times shows a lack of interest 
generally.” 

 
On 2 June 1942, following fifteen minutes of ‘dual’ instruction and a 45 minute solo flight, Bill flew a 
Hampden bomber on a seven hour flight to Winnipeg. He then carried on to other locations in eastern 
Canada, returning to Patricia Bay by train and ferry. 
 
Bill completed his service with 13 Operational Training Unit on 9 March 1942. 
 
RAF Ferry Command was formed during July 1941 to fly urgently needed aircraft from their place of 
manufacture in the United States and Canada, to the front-line operational units in Britain, Bill was posted 
to this unit on 29 July 1942 to fly Consolidated PBY Catalina flying boats which could only operate from 
water. The PBY Catalinas were built in San Diago, California and those destined for the UK were initially 
flown to a Ferry Command detachment in Elizabeth City, North Carolina. 
 
Bill began his brief service with Ferry Command by travelling to 
Elizabeth City from which he was to fly as a Catalina second pilot 
with F/Lt. Virr, The two flew a Catalina from Elizabeth City to 
Montreal, landing on the St. Lawrence River near Dorval on 21 
August 1942, a flight of 5:45 hours, Eight days later, they flew a 
second Catalina to Montreal from Elizabeth City. They then flew 
this second Catalina to North Sydney, Nova Scotia, Gander 
Newfoundland, and finally a fifteen-hour flight ( 6:30 hours of this 
flight were during daylight; 8:30 hours were at night) across the 
Atlantic Ocean to Greenock, Scotland. The cruising speed of the 
Catalina was only around 105 knots. 
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BOMBER COMMAND SERVICE 

Bill was not destined to become a Ferry Command pilot. Following his arrival in the UK, he was to become 
part of Bomber Command. 
 
Almost all RCAF pilots who arrived in England to serve with Bomber Command were posted to an 
Advanced Flying Unit, for further training and to become used to flying over landscapes and in weather that 
they were not used to after training, in most cases on the prairies of western Canada. They would then be 
posted to a Bomber Command Operational Training Unit to become familiar with flying an operational 
bomber, generally a twin-engined Wellington. 
 
But Bill’s experience flying from both Canada’s east and west coast and on wartime operations made none 
of this necessary and his first posting was to 1652 Heavy Conversion Unit at Marston Moor in North 
Yorkshire. Here he spent two and half weeks learning to fly the Halifax Mk V four-engined bomber, 
equipped with Rolls-Royce Merlin engines. It appears he had no difficulty doing so as he was assessed 
‘High Average’ at the end of the course. Three days after he left the HCU, a crew from the squadron he 
was about to join was killed while training in a new Halifax. Service with Bomber Command was much 
more dangerous than any flying he had done previously.  
 
Bill was then posted to 408 Squadron based at Leeming in Yorkshire, arriving on 8 
October 1942. His posting corresponded to a major change for 408 Squadron that had 
been flying twin-engined Hampden bombers since its creation on 24 June 1941. The 
squadron’s last operation with this aircraft was on the night of 14/15 September and the 
following day was ordered to move from Balderston to Leeming. When Bill arrived, the 
squadron was very busy with the move and ground training related to their new aircraft. 
Their first Halifax Mk V (a new variant with square empennage and wingtips but still 
powered by Merlin engines) arrived on 11 October, just three days after Bill’s arrival. 
 
It appears that Bill (having been promoted to Squadron Leader) was a highly regarded 
addition to 408 Squadron because, upon his arrival on 15 October, he was taken 
aboard a one hour ‘local’ flight piloted by the squadron c/o, W/C 
Ferris, and the second pilot was G/C Graham. During the first 
three weeks of November, Bill flew the new aircraft eight times, the 
flights being noted in his logbook as ‘Air Firing’, ‘Fighter Affiliation’, 
and local and cross-country familiarizations. 
 
Next in his preparation for Bomber Command operations, Bill 
spent six days at RAF Driffield on a BAT (Beam Approach 
Training) course utilizing the Airspeed Oxford aircraft, with which 
he was very familiar. ‘BAT’ was an early system for guiding the 
pilot onto the runway. If he was too far left, he heard a series of 
dots, if he was too far right, he heard a series of dashes, and if he 
was on course, he heard a continuous note. Bill flew each day for 
about an hour, utilizing this technology as he made approaches to 
land. Bill returned to Leeming on 26 November, at the controls of a 
Halifax. 
 
Then, much to the surprise of the squadron, they learned that the 
thirteen Halifax Mk. V’s that they were training on were to be 
replaced with Halifax Mk. II’s -an older variant with triangular 
shaped vertical stabilizers which, as was confirmed later, caused the aircraft to become unstable in certain 
circumstances and caused heavy losses. So further training was required once the Mk. II’s arrived at 
Leeming. 
 
Prior to flying operations with their own crew, new pilots were sent as ‘Second Dickies’ with an experienced 
crew to observe a bombing operation. Bills first ‘Second Dickie’ flight was on 9 December with F/O Milnes 
of 102 Squadron, the target being Turin, Italy. However, the aircraft returned early after 2:35 hours. A 
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second, ‘Second Dickie’ flight, an operation to Duisburg on 20 
December was completed. During this operation Bill was exposed 
to enemy action -an attack by an enemy fighter which was 
‘claimed’ by the air gunners as a ‘probable’ and the bomber 
sustained minor flak damage. 
 
On 9 January, Bill flew his first operation as captain of his own 
aircraft with his own crew -F/O W.V. Harris, Sgt. W.K. Naylor, F/Lt. 
A.J. Jarvis, Sgt. A.R. Johnston, Sgt. D.M. McCarter, and Sgt. M. 
Martin. The 4:35 hour flight saw the crew deliver two 1500 pound 
sea-mines from 700 feet on a so-called ‘gardening’ operation to 
the shipping lanes near the Frisian Islands to the west of 
Denmark.  
 
Bill went on to complete eighteen. operations with 408 Squadron 
over the next five and a half months. During this time, he was a ‘Flight Commander’, in charge of half of the 
squadron’s crews. His logbook recorded details of some of the flights: 
-14 February -Attacked by an enemy aircraft during an attack on Cologne on 14 February. 
-16 February -G/C Dunlop, the Leeming Station Commander, accompanied the crew to Lorient. A note 
‘Special Recco’ was noted. 
-28 February -During a flight to St. Nazaire Bill’s aircraft was ‘coned’ by searchlights. 
-5 March -Bill’s aircraft was ‘coned’ by 40-50 searchlights over Munich. As well they were hit by flak and 
attacked by an Me210 fighter near the target -a 9:20 hour flight. 
-29 March -An operation to Berlin (known to the crews as ‘The Big City’). However, several problems led to 
an early return -Port engine cut-out on take off, severe icing, Air Speed indicator and compass failed. 
 
 Being ‘coned’ was terrifying. In his book, ‘Boys, Bombs, and Brussels Sprouts’, 408 Squadron pilot 
Doug Harvey wrote, 
 "I had just closed the bomb doors when I went blind. 
Absolutely blind. Terrified, I realized we had been coned. The 
world was a dazzling white, as though a giant flashlight was aimed 
directly into my eyes. I couldn't see my hands on the control 
column, couldn't see the instrument panel, couldn't see outside the 
cockpit. I was naked, totally exposed, helpless. We were a very 
bright and shiny target in the apex of fifty or more beams that were 
radar directed. They weren't going to let go easily." 
 
Nine of Bill’s operations with 408 Squadron were noted in his 
logbook as ‘Special Recco’. It is not known what this refers to. 
 
Although it is not mentioned in Bill’s logbook or the 408 Squadron 
Operation Record Book, it seems that his aircraft was badly 
damaged during two of his operations with 408. During one of 
these, he was Injured and became a member of the ‘Guinea Pig 
Club’ at East Grinstead. This was a hospital where pioneering work 
was done in the treatment of burns to air force personnel. In a 
book about Canadian ‘Guinea Pigs’, his fellow ‘guinea pigs’ 
referred to him as, “an enormous, gentle, and unassuming man.” 
 
On 12 January 1943, Bill’s work as a flight commander with 408 Squadron was recognized at 6 Group 
Headquarters, the squadron commander writing, 
 “Outstanding Flight Commander. Very efficient and good leader. Recommend promotion. Make 
good squadron commander.” 
 
Following his service with 408 Squadron, S/L Newson was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross, the 
citation reading: 

“This officer has completed numerous operational missions and has won the admiration and respect 
of all the members of his squadron. His aircraft has been twice damaged by anti-aircraft fire but in spite of 
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this he has returned to base on each occasion and effected a safe landing. Squadron Leader Newson is an 
ideal leader whose courage and devotion to duty have been a fine example.” 
 

On 26 June 1943, S/L Newson was promoted to the rank of Wing Commander and posted to 431 
Squadron as its commanding officer. He was replacing W/C J. Coverdale who had been killed leading the 
squadron on a raid to Krefeld on 21/22 June and had commanded the squadron since its formation on 1 
December 1942. The squadron was operating Wellington bombers and was based at Burn. 
 
When Bill arrived at Burn, planning was in process for 431 Squadron to be re-equipped 
with Halifax aircraft and, as well, to move to Tholthorpe. It’s last operation with the 
Wellingtons was on 12 July and the squadron made the move to Tholthorpe on 15 July. 
The first Halifax Mk. V arrived on 21 July and training began so Bill was involved in a 
process similar to that he experienced upon his posting to 408 Squadron. 
 
For the next two and a half months, the aircrew flew numerous training operations as 
their new Halifaxes arrived and the ground crew learned how to service and maintain 
them. During that period, Bill flew five times, the longest flight being a 3:40 cross country. 
 
Finally, on 3 October Bill led twelve 431 Squadron Halifaxes on their first operation, a 
6:15 hour trip to bomb Kassel. One of the aircraft failed to return. Bill’s crew included F/O W.J. Harris 
(navigator), P/O W.K. Naylor (bomb aimer), W/O A.R. Johnston (wireless/air gunner), P/O W. Conley (mid-
upper gunner), P/O D.M. McArter (rear gunner), and F/L R.M. Martin (flight engineer). The mid-upper 
gunner was new to Bill’s crew, the others having been posted to 431 with their pilot. 
 
At 6 Group Headquarters, Bill’s leadership qualities were being recognized, A/V/M G.E. Brooks writing on 4 
October 1943, 

“A splendid officer doing excellent work as CO of No.431 Squadron.” 
 

Bill flew seven operations in the Halifax Mk. V, the same Rolls-Royce Merlin V-12 engine powered aircraft 
that he had flown with 408 Squadron. His third was on 22/23 November to Berlin. Although Bill had been 
over Berlin during his time with 408 Squadron, this operation was the beginning of what became known as 
the ‘Battle of Berlin’. 
 
In 1943, Berlin had a population of 4,000,000 people. It was the second largest city in Europe and the 
capitol of the Third Reich. A major industrial centre, Berlin produced iron and steel, machine tools, 
chemicals, tanks, guns, and aircraft. Arthur Harris saw it as the ultimate target for Bomber Command and 
he unleashed a relentless attack. The bomber aircrew referred to Berlin as 'The Big City'. 
But it was a challenging target, to say the least. For one thing, Berlin was about as far from the Bomber 
Command airfields as a city in Germany could be. It was defended by 11,000 flak guns, over 3000 
searchlights, and several hundred night-fighters. 
 
The Battle of Berlin was a series of sixteen major attacks by Bomber Command that took place from 
November 1943 through March 1944. Although much damage was inflicted on the enemy's capital, the 
effort failed in its object of inflicting a decisive defeat on Germany. More than 7000 aircrew and 1047 
bombers, 5.1 per cent of the sorties flown, were lost. As for the Canadian Squadrons, 1249 bombers 
attacked Berlin in this period and 76 failed to return, a loss rate of 6.1%. 
 
When Bill returned from Berlin on the 23rd of November, it is interesting to note that he wrote the name of 
the target in a larger ‘font’ than his other entries and in all capital letters. He understood the significance of 
the target. 
 
Another move for 431 Squadron took place on 10 December, this time from Tholthorpe to Croft. 

 
His last operation on the Halifax Mk. V was on 23 March when he recorded a ‘second pilot’ in his logbook, 
Air Commodore Roy Slemon. 
 



Then, on 24 March 1944, he flew the Halifax Mk. III, powered by 
the 14 cylinder radial Bristol Hercules engines and square, rather 
than somewhat triangular vertical stabilizers/rudders. Bill liked the 
Mk. III, noting in his logbook, “Very nice aircraft”. He flew five 
operations with the Halifax Mk. V, his last with the squadron being 
on 7 May, his thirtieth combat operation. 
 
A trip to Dusseldorf on 22 April appears to have been very 
significant to Bill, in that he wrote considerably more detail into his 
logbook than on any previous operation. A 
complication was that the escape hatch in the nose 
of the aircraft blew open on take-off and could not 
be closed, making for an extremely cold and 
draughty 5:25 hour trip. 
 
Bill’s final trip with 431 Squadron was on 7 May 
1944. By this time the ‘Battle of Berlin’ had ended, 
and Bomber Command was focussing on pre-
invasion targets, in this case coastal guns at St. Valery. His logbook noted this operation as his ‘First pin-
point, precision target’. 
 
1664 Heavy Conversion Unit was based at Dishforth, and Bill was posted with that unit from 4 May until 5 
June 1944. 
 
Bill was recommended to receive a ‘Bar’ to his Distinguished Flying Cross -essentially a second DFC, the 
citation reads, 

Since his association with Bomber Command in August 1942, Wing Commander Newson has 
displayed the highest qualities, both on operations and as a leader, particularly as Squadron Commander 
of No.431 (RCAF) Squadron. He has led the squadron from Wellington aircraft to Halifax Mark Vs in 
September 1943, and recently converted it to Halifax Mark IIIs.. He has, during all this trying period, shown 
the highest efficiency in operations, and his administrative ability as Commanding Officer of the squadron 
has marked him as a fearless and inspirational leader. His capacity to get the best out of his men has 
been done with a devotion to duty deserving of the highest praise. Since being awarded the Distinguished 
Flying Cross, this officer has completed eleven sorties as captain of aircraft, which included against most 
heavily defended enemy targets (Berlin, Stuttgart, Magdeburg, Dusseldorf, etc). On all occasions he has 
performed his mission in the highest and most gallant manner. On two occasions, to Berlin and Stuttgart, 
while still recovering from a wrenched back, he pressed home his attack, though suffering pain throughout. 
In addition, Wing Commander Newson has completed 477 hours 40 minutes on Coastal Command 
(Hudsons) with No.11 (Bomber Reconnaissance) Squadron, Dartmouth, Nova Scotia and No.13 
(Operational Training) Squadron, Patricia Bay, British Columbia. I strongly recommend Wing Commander 
Newson for a Bat to the Distinguished Flying Cross 

 
This recommendation was received by Air Vice Marshal C.M. McEwen, Air Officer Commanding, No.6 
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Group who wrote, 
I concur. A very fine officer and squadron commander whose qualities of leadership, resolution and 

courage have set an example to all. Recommend the non-immediate award of a Bar to the Distinguished 
Flying Cross. 

 
On 5 August 1944, Bill was awarded the ‘Bar’ to his Distinguished Flying Cross. The citation reads: 

Wing Commander Newson has shown marked ability both as a squadron commander and as a 
captain of aircraft on operations. Since the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross he has completed 
attacks on such targets as Berlin, Magdeburg, Stuttgart and Dusseldorf in a most gallant and efficient 
manner. His courage, leadership and resolution have set a fine example to all. 

 
Bill was then place in command of RCAF Station Leeming for two months during which he made nine 
flights, all but one were in light, twin-engined aircraft, apparently related to administrative duties. In two 
cases, he flew and accompanied senior 6 Group officers, such as A.Cdr. Slemon and G/C Ferris to various 
locations. 
 
However on 9 November, he flew his thirty-first operation, a raid to 
Le Havre. By this time, Bomber Command was focused on 
supporting the Allied armies as they advanced across France. Bill 
was not impressed with this flight, possibly because it was his first 
in daylight. His logbook entry reads, 
 “First daylight; not impressive; required two runs.” 
 
Bill’s last wartime posting was to Gransden Lodge on 9 October 
1944, taking command of 405 Squadron which operated under 8 
Group, the ‘Pathfinder Force’. The idea of having an elite corps of 
crews with proven navigational abilities evolved from the 
somewhat limited accuracy of bomber crews during the early years 
of the war, together with the development of more sophisticated 
and difficult to use electronic navigational aids such as Oboe and 
H2S. Hand-picked crews from operational bomber squadrons 
were transferred to the Pathfinder Force (PFF) which was officially 
formed on 15 August 1942. 
 
Bill would have had to become familiar with the variety of 
techniques for marking targets that were used, the type being 
dependent on cloud conditions. Green, red, and yellow Target 
Indicator (T.I.) flares were utilized. Generally, an initial marking of 
the target was improved upon or altered as the raid progressed. 
Often a ‘Master Bomber’ would circle over the target, transmitting 
radio instructions to other Pathfinders as well as to the main force 
aircraft. As well, Bill would be flying the Lancaster Bomber with 
405 Squadron. 
 
Bill flew nineteen operations with 405 Squadron, five of them as 
‘Master Bomber’ during which he would circle above the target, 
giving directions over the radio to the other pathfinders and the 
main force bombers as well. 
 
405 Squadron was the only Canadian unit to be involved with 
‘Operation Manna’, the dropping of food supplies to the starving 
Dutch, who had suffered under Nazi occupation since the 
beginning of the war and remained under their occupation until the 
final days of the war. He flew a single flight on 1 May 1945, 
referring to it in his logbook as a ‘Mercy Flight’ and ‘Quite a Thrill’. 
 
Bill’s 405 Squadron crew included navigators F/O Cope and F/L 
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Martin, F/O Naylor (bomb aimer), F/S Giblin 
(wireless operator), S/L MacLeod (rear gunner), F/S 
Ririe (mid-upper gunner), and Sgt. Catlin (flight 
engineer). F/O Naylor had been with Bill on 408 
Squadron and 431 Squadron and Bill would have 
made arrangements for his transfer to 405 
Squadron. 
 
Bill remained as c/o of 405 Squadron, flying 
Lancaster KB976 (LQ-K) back to Canada, part of the 
journey being a 7:30 hour flight from the Azores to 
Gander, Newfoundland. Interestingly, this Canadian-
built aircraft still exists –although in pieces and 
stored at ‘Fantasy of Flight’ in Florida. 
 
Following the war, Bill received the Distinguished 
Service Order, the citation reading: 

This officer has a long and varied career of 
operational duty. After completing a tour of duty with 
Coastal Command in Canada he was appointed to 
command a squadron in this country. He has taken 
part in many sorties since the award of the Distinguished Flying Cross, many of them in a most important 
role. The success of a number of sorties, against such heavily defended objectives as Chemnitz and 
Zweibrucken, has been due in no small measure to his work as master bomber. Group Captain Newson is 
an outstanding officer who, by his keenness and efficiency, has set a fine example. 

Operations Record Book entry for one of Bill’s flights as a ‘Master Bomber’ 

Operations Record Book entry for Bill’s ‘Operation Manna’ flight 

Bill (left) and a fellow 405 Squadron airman 



POST-WAR SERVICE 

W/C Newson remained in the post-war air force, commanding RCAF Lachine, Quebec. He later attended 
RCAF Staff College and also served at Air Force Headquarters in Ottawa. In 1949, he was named 
commanding officer at RCAF Station Centralia, Ontario, and then commanding officer at Training 
Command Headquarter, Trenton and eventually commanding officer of 2 Fighter Wing in Grotsenquin, 
France. In 1959, he was commanding officer of RCAF Starion Namao, near Edmonton, Alberta, and in 
1960 was commandant of the Air Force College in Toronto. The year 1964 saw him become commander of 
the 36th NORAD division, Topsham Air Force Base, Maine. By August of 1968 he was Assistant Chief of 
Staff Air Operations at Allied Forces Central Europe, Burnssum, Holland. 
 
Through all his post-war administrative assignments, his logbook makes it clear that he never stopped 
flying including many flights in Beechcraft and Dakota transport aircraft and T-33 and F-86 Sabre jets. 
 

The following RCAF documents relate to his post-war service. 

 “Wing Commander Newson has completed a tour of duty as Air Cadet Liaison Officer, a task which 
calls for a superior degree of energy, initiative and tact. He has carried out these duties to my complete 
satisfaction. In all his work he has ably upheld the service side of the RCAF - Air Cadet League partnership 
- and at the same time has gained the complete confidence of the League officials. I consider that he has 
amply proven his worth as an operational leader, as a station commander in difficult times (Lachine 1945-
46) and as a Staff Officer.” -Air Commodore J.G. Kerr, AFHQ/AMOT, 5 May 1949. 
 
To this the following is added:, 
 “Concur in above assessment and remarks. In all respects a fine officer whose high ability, energy, 
initiative tact and universal popularity have justifiably earned his recent promotion to Group Captain rank.”  
-A/V/M C.R. Slemon, 5 May 1949 
 
 “During the short time that G/C Newson has been Commanding Officer Station Centralia he has 
performed his duties in an efficient manner.” -Air Commodore W.W. Brown, Training Command 
Headquarters, 15 September 1949  
 
 “Group Captain Newson is one of the outstanding officers of the RCAF. His supervision of and his 
direction of his subordinates are excellent. In his official duties and in his social life he wins the approval 
and respect of all persons with whom he comes in contact. He keeps in excellent flying practice, holding a 
green ticket.” -Air Commodore W.W. Brown, Training Command Headquarters, 16 January 1953; 
concurred in by A/V/M J.G. Kerr 
 
 “For three years this officer has carried the heavy responsibilities of Senior Air Staff Officer Training 
Command. The success of our training operations is due in no small measure to his efforts.” -A/V/M J.G. 
Kerr, Training Command Headquarters, 10 August 1954 
 
 “Be pleased to have him in his present rank. Be satisfied to have him in next higher rank. Group 
Captain Newson is thoroughly capable. He took over 2 (Fighter) Wing which had become unruly and is well 
on his way to making it a disciplined station. If anything, G/C Newson, as Commanding Officer, is probably 
too severe in his punishment of officers, but not to the point where any difficulty arises. Administration on 
the station is very good. He is being posted into Air Division Headquarters as SASO and I believe he will 
turn out a good job of work. I would like to see him stay as station commander longer. This officer has kept 
himself completely current on jets.” -A/V/M H.B. Godwin, No.1 Air Division, 1 March 1957  
 
 “Particularly desire him in his present rank. Be pleased to have him in next higher rank. G/C Newson 
is completing his tour overseas this summer and has served very successfully during this tour as CO No.2 
Wing and for the last two years as SASO Air Division Headquarters. He has a very wide grasp of all the 
considerable intricacies of operations in the European theatre and he has been most successful in directing 
our combined operations with other air forces. His position has called for patience, tact and long hours, all 
of which he has supplied in full measure. Both he and his wife have been fine social assets to our 
organization and their lively interest in our activities will be missed. During periods of absence of either the 



Air Officer Commanding or Chief Staff Officer, G/C Newson has stepped into the position and has shown 
very adequate ability to carry out an Air Commodore’s responsibilities. I consider that this officer is ready 
for increased rank and that he is fully worthy of promotion.” -A/V/M L.E. Wray, Air Officer Commanding, 
No.1 Air Division, 1 March 1959 
 
 “General Newson performs these duties in a superior manner. His knowledge and experience in the 
employment of air power has contributed immeasurably to the development of plans and concepts of 
operation for the Air Forces in the Central Region. He has a straightforward approach to problems and 
speaks his opinions frankly. General Newson efficiently operates the most active section in this 
headquarters. His efforts have resulted in the development of a conventional war option for Allied 
Command Europe. He was also responsible for AFCENT reconnaissance, fighter and air defence 
competitions - with highly significant results of great benefit to this international environment. The 
Commander-in-Chief, AFCENT, depends upon General Newson’s key decisions during exercises and 
evaluations of subordinate units. He is a most effective team leader, and I depend upon him to fill my 
position of Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations and Intelligence, during my absence. He has continually 
accomplished all of these functions in an outstanding manner. General Newson is an asset to my staff, and 
I am proud to have him as a member of our seven-nation international team.” -Major-General Gordon F. 
Blood, USAF (DCS/Ops and Intelligence, HQ AFCENT) 31 December 1970 
 
 
Bill Newson retired in 1972 with the rank of Brigadier General. 
 

In 1977 Bill became executive director of the Canadian Aviation Hall of Fame. According to Mone Stour, a 
former general manager of the Hall, 
 “Brig. Gen. Newson was instrumental in transforming the exhibit f rom a collection of old photos to a 
repository of knowledge of ‘the human aspects of aviation’. Thanks to Brig-Gen Newson, the files of 117 
inductees are filled with glowing descriptions of their contributions to f lying in Canada. But when he himself 
was inducted in 1984, his file was conspicuously lacking in laudatory detail. Says Mr. Stour: “He was not 
one to talk about his honour” Do the job, Give it your best. No big deal.” 
 
Bill Newson died in 1988. 

The final ‘totals’ from Bill Newson’s logbook 



‘Record of Service’ from Bill Newson’s logbook 



‘Record of ’Aircraft Flown’ from Bill Newson’s logbook 



The following article was published in the magazine ‘Alberta Report’ on  
11 April 1988. 








